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Frank Cousins is a knockabout bloke; an ex-Queensland cop turned

private eye who – it has to be said – is his own worst enemy.

Owner and sole employee of the Tasmanian Private Investigation Agency in

Hobart, Frank takes on three simple cases and soon find himself up to his neck in

bad guys, bad situations and, as usual, bad behaviour.

Money-for-jam, these three cases: find a missing woman; get the dirt on a

philandering state politician; provide personal protection for a wealthy, elderly

matriarch – figurehead of Tasmanian environmental group.

What could possibly go wrong?

Well, as Frank’s dear old departed Mum always said: ‘Nothing in life is what it

first appears to be’.
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ANNOUNCES THE  ARRIVAL OF

THE LONG CON

 BARRY WESTON

Barry Weston’s  debut crime novel is the first in the Tasmanian Private Investigation Agency series

BARRY WESTON

Born a Capricorn in ‘The Paddo’ in Brisbane, Queensland, Barry Weston now lives

with his wife and two chocolate Labradors on a few acres on a small island south

of Hobart, Tasmania overlooking the Great Southern Ocean.

In previous lives, Barry worked (only as a means of survival) as: a car-park

attendant, advertising salesman, commercial printer, private teacher, railway

porter, ‘outee’ Painter & Docker, roof painter, signwriter, cleaner, barman and

‘security attendant’ (aka bouncer).

Barry is a graduate of the University of Tasmania with a Master’s Degree in

Visual Arts. His 40-odd-year career in the visual arts includes 38 solo/group

exhibitions – regionally, nationally and internationally. He has taught tertiary-level

visual arts at a few Australian universities, and was Artist-in-Residence at a few

others.

After resigning his position as Head of Department in 1999 and opting for an

island lifestyle, he has left the studio doors ajar but now focuses primarily upon

writing.


